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Learn how to use the 
QCAA Physical 
Education subject report 
to inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

Learning goals Success criteria
You will know you are 
successful if you can reflect 
purposefully on the 
information provided in the 
subject report to determine 
how you can improve your 
school’s internal assessment 
in Physical Education.
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Locating the subject report

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Teachers, parents, students and stakeholders can access the subject report for Physical Education on the public facing website via Senior secondary > Senior subjects > Health and Physical Education, under the Teaching tab. The subject report and subject report factsheet are also available on the QCAA Portal via the Syllabuses app Resources, under the ‘Additional resources’ tab. Previous years’ subject reports are also available in both locations and are useful in ensuring that previous errors in assessment development, application of ISMGs or external assessment preparation are not revisited. 



Purpose of the subject report
2021 summative assessment cycle key outcomes:
• Quality assurance: Endorsement and Confirmation
• External assessment results

• Effective practices and practices to strengthen
‒ Internal assessment
 Assessment design (validity, accessibility)
 Assessment decisions (reliability)

‒ External assessment
 Teaching and learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic purpose for the subject report is to support schools to reflect on how they might improve the quality of teaching, learning and assessment, given the state-wide feedback it contains. The current subject report is developed based on the 2021 summative assessment cycle and provides key outcomes from endorsement, confirmation and external assessment. The advice contained in the subject report aims to support school leaders, subject leaders and teachers.  Although all the information may not be directly applicable to all schools all the time, the reflective opportunity is one that should be acknowledged by all schools. The subject PEO can assist with supporting schools. 



Structure of the webinar

CELEBRATE UNPACK REFLECT STRENGTHEN QUESTIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The structure of today is to:celebrate student achievements by viewing improvements in the first few years of implementationunpack the subject report and point out specific aspects for useallow an opportunity to reflect on practices and processes within your individual school context in comparison to the state-wide cohorthighlight the practices to strengthen that will underpin ongoing improvementprovide a platform for contextualised reflective questions to be identified and for general subject area questions to be clarified.



Subject data summary
Subject progress

2020

2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Physical Education has seen a small growth in the number of students achieving an A and a B standard. This is particularly positive given the increase to the standard required in achieving an A and a B standard. When reviewing data of this nature consider the following questions:Does the state distribution of standards align with your experience? (obvious variations due to context/cohort size/cohort patterns in Units 1 and 2)How has your practice changed over time? Why have you found the need to change?How have you overcome issues that arose in the first few years of implementation? Please consider these questions as we progress through unpacking the internal assessment in Physical Education and use them as the foundation for collegial faculty and whole-school discussion around improving student outcomes.



Internal assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overview of internal assessment endorsement for 2021.Looking purely at the numbers:IA1 had a poor endorsement rate of 22% endorsed through Application 1; however, this is mainly due to syllabus specifications not being replicated or modified. To ensure consistency across the state, syllabus prescribed specifications are essential in delivering the same information and structure to all students. The most recent IA1 endorsement processes saw a significant improvement in this instrument (50%+).IA2 was endorsed 61% of the time through Application 1. Obviously, an improved rate of endorsement. The main issues preventing a larger rate here related to absent or deliberately omitted specifications, repetition of the previous years’ task or provision of a context out of scope and scale. The most recent IA2 endorsement processes saw a significant improvement in this instrument (70%+).IA3 was endorsed 55% through Application 1. This was the first year of this task being implemented. Issues preventing a higher rate of endorsement were due to creativity in modifying or grouping specifications, the changing of the phase, over an acceptable scope and scale or not meeting the syllabus prescribed conditions relating to the selection of the physical activity contexts across categories. The most recent IA3 endorsement processes saw a significant improvement in this instrument (66%+).Another impressive element of this data is reflected in the ‘Number of additional samples requested’ column, which indicates a need for less supplementary samples through the progression of IAs. This may indicate an improvement in the consistency of ISMG application across the state.  



Project — folio (IA1 and IA3)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Effective endorsement practices for IA1 and IA3 (the Project — folio) included:accurate replication of the prescribed syllabus specificationsauthentication strategies in line with QCAA guidelinesprovision of an appropriate scope and scale of information. 



Practices to strengthen
• Match the syllabus specifications. Concise and consistent 

specifications are essential to make clear the requirements for all 
elements of the assessment task.

• Clearly specify the requirements of the supporting evidence, which 
should address Objectives 2 and 3 only.

• Align with the prescribed physical activity contexts within the categories 
and subject matter found within the syllabus.

Project — folio (IA1 and IA3)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the purposes of improving assessment design, practices to strengthen in endorsing IA1 and IA3 (Project — folio) include:ensuring you have matched the syllabus specifications and do not rewrite or modify these, especially the cognitions or subject matter found withinaligning to physical activity contexts within the syllabus-prescribed categories (and meeting the syllabus exit requirements around two categories)reinforcing the importance of the cognitions as organisational directions in the sequencing of information within the task. 



Investigation report — IA2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Effective practices for IA2 (Investigation report) include:accurate inclusion of the syllabus specifications, referencing an appropriate class, school or community physical activity contextauthentication strategies in line with QCAA guidelinesprovision of an accurate scope and scale of information. For the purposes of improving assessment design, practices to strengthen IA2 (Investigation report) include:replication of the prescribed syllabus specifications and provision of an appropriate class, school or community contexta point of difference from the previous year — data set/time period/change in context, etc. For the purposes of academic integrity, this is essential. (If a student can resubmit an old task and still meet the needs of the task — this is not a significant enough change.)



Project — folio (IA1): Assessment decisions

Questions for reflection
Which of the last three columns did your school align with? 

How does this information assist in developing student capacity in the future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Confirmation:Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA1 Project — folio and the questions for reflection provided on the slide. Look at the Percentage of agreement with provisional, Percentage less than and Percentage greater than columns. Firstly, a huge congratulations for your work in assessing students across QLD; our agreement with provisional mark percentages are very impressive and a credit to your work. We can see that criteria 1 (explaining) and criterion 5 (communication) have high levels of agreeability. Criterion 1 90.66% provisionally supported — some downward and some upward movementCriterion 5 92% provisionally supported — some downward and some upward movementThe only movement here relates to understanding the ISMG and the application of evidence to the characteristics at each performance level. A reminder that all characteristics found within a mark range performance level must be evident to award the top mark. Any missing aspect will result in the lower mark of the performance level being awarded. In the communication criterion (no mark range), we can award a 3/3 if the weight of evidence can be found in the top performance level. One aspect missing here or evident at a lower qualifier level may not prevent the student from accessing the top mark. In addition, please remember that should a student exceed assessment conditions it is not an acceptable practice to dock this student a mark in criterion 5 in response to this. When this occurs, the student work must be redacted to meet assessment conditions and then matched to the evidence. Schools who submit annotated ISMGs reflective of this incorrect practice will have their samples returned for remarking. This significantly holds up the confirmation processes. Criterion 2 Demonstrating and applying — Primarily the issues in this space arise from the provision of video evidence that did not align to the provisional marks and the subsequent characteristics within the higher performance levels. Your student may have presented in the higher levels across the unit; however, the evidence is what is used to confirm this and provide consistency across the state. Please consider the strength of your evidence in this space. Some (very few) students include an evaluative aspect in this section of the task. Please consider that there is no evaluative aspect in the ISMG for demonstrating and applying. Any aspect of evaluation found in this section will not contribute to the mark and will not be matched to the ISMG for the folio related criterion.Criteria 3 and 4 Analyse and Evaluate and justify — Historically, the higher cognitions have the most movement. Again, this is mainly due to the application of evidence to the ISMG — 21% downward movement — generally of 1–2 marks and found to be evident across a cohort. This is a sign of consistency, which is a good aspect. However, given the number of characteristics in these criteria, it is expected that these may see larger inconsistencies. It is important to note that almost 80% agreeability is hugely positive and continues to improve. Something that should be celebrated.The final column (Percentage both less and greater) indicates those cohorts where there was a mix of upward and downward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application). For example, in criterion 3, 0.55% of cohorts (so out of a total of 370 cohorts this is about 2 schools) had movements of student results both up and down within the same criterion. For example, at the top performance level, evidence was matched to a lower performance level, but at the bottom end, the review outcomes found a match to a higher mark/performance level. So where you can see an upward and downward movement in a criterion (i.e. criterion 1 on this table) and the last column says 0, this is because all movements within the samples were either up or down but not a mixture of both. High levels of agreeability occurred when: • the evaluation of personal performance was located in the 9–11 minute multimodal and not in the 2–3 minutes of supporting evidence (General and Alternative Sequence) • analysis of primary and secondary data was relevant to the personal tactical strategy and ascertained relationships between the below characteristics (rather than analysing each one in isolation)     - demands of the specialised movement sequences and one movement strategy     - task, learner and environmental constraints that limit or enable personal or team performance     - application of the principles of decision-making based on the presented opportunities for action • submission of the supporting evidence was accompanied by appropriate student identification and contained appropriate commentary with no distracting elements or background noises (General and Alternative Sequence) • the evaluation regarding the effectiveness of the tactical strategy included appraisal of the outcome, implications and limitations of the applied principles of decision-making, i.e. Read, React, Respond, Recover • consideration was given to the qualifiers in matching evidence to the characteristics in the demonstrating and applying ISMG (General and Alternative Sequence).



Project — folio (IA1)

Subject report pages 13– 14

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When referring to the student excerpts in the subject report, please consider that we are not in a position to put an entire student response up as an exemplar. There is copyright and permission challenges in addition to the ownership of the response remaining with the school. This year we attempted to improve the samples by providing snips of the audio that accompanies the slides and video from the MP4 files submitted. At this time, I would like to remind you that MP4 is the preferred format for upload to the QCAA and there is some information on how to convert PPTX files into an MP4 in the Resource section under the Syllabus tab in the Portal. This greatly assists with assessment condition issues — file errors and redaction processes. The student response excerpts and supporting audio files in the subject report for IA1, found on pages 13 and 14, have been included to demonstrate: • insightful analysis and discerning synthesis of primary and secondary data to ascertain the most significant relationships between the demands relating to movement, constraints and principles of decision-making. This ensured the depth required for the upper performance level for the Analysing criterion (multiple characteristics required at the same qualifier level to receive the full marks for this criterion)• critical evaluation of the specialised movement sequences and focus movement strategy • appraisal of elements of the outcomes, implications and limitations in the task • task, learner and environmental constraints and the applied principles of decision-making • insightful analysis and discerning synthesis of data in devising a personal tactical strategy for optimising performance for one movement strategyPlease consider that when reviewing the provided sample, often evidence is subsumed and apparent across the folio of work and not merely in the excerpts provided. The intent of the samples is to demonstrate one way a student has responded to the assessment type. 



Project — folio (IA1)
Practices to strengthen
‒ Evaluation of personal performance occurs in the 9–11 minute multimodal presentation. 
‒ Students have a greater understanding of the relevance of, and process in, delivering the 

evaluation of personal performance in informing the tactical strategy design, 
implementation and justification of the performance. 

‒ Analysis is comprised of both primary and secondary data. 
‒ The multimodal contains the mandatory visual features in conjunction with either written 

and/or spoken modes.
‒ Subject matter relating to ‘principles of decision-making’ is specifically referenced in 

student submissions. This subject matter relates to ‘Read, Respond, React, Recover’ and 
was often addressed in a superficial or general manner or missing from student responses 
altogether.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Practices to strengthen in IA1Evaluation of personal performance occurs in the 9–11 minute multimodal presentation. Some submissions had evidence of ‘evaluation of performance’ in the supporting video of 2–3 minutes of demonstrating and applying evidence. It is imperative for the 9–11 minute multimodal to provide evidence of Objectives 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 only, and for the supporting evidence (separate to the multimodal) of 2–3 minutes to provide evidence of Objectives 2 and 3 only.Students have a greater understanding of the relevance of, and process in, delivering the evaluation of personal performance in informing the tactical strategy design, implementation and justification of the performance.Analysis is comprised of both primary and secondary data. The multimodal contains the mandatory visual features in conjunction with either written and/or spoken modes, as prescribed in the syllabus. Commonly, multimodal pieces use all modes, with each mode contributing significantly to the response.Subject matter relating to ‘principles of decision-making’ is specifically referenced in student submissions. This subject matter relates to ‘Read, Respond, React, Recover’ and was often addressed in a superficial or general manner or missing from student responses altogether. This subject matter was also often included in a ‘definition’ manner rather than applied to personal performance or the effectiveness of the tactical strategy and, as such, did not meet the needs of the performance-level descriptors in the ‘Explaining and analysing’ criteria



Project — folio (IA3): Assessment decisions

Questions for reflection
Which of the last three columns did your school align with? 

How does this information assist in developing student capacity in the future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA3 Project — folio and the questions for reflection provided on the slide. Look at the Percentage agreement with provisional, Percentage less than and Percentage greater than columns.We can see that criteria 1 (Explaining), criterion 2 (Demonstrating and applying), criterion 3 (Analysing) and criterion 5 (Communicating) all have high levels of agreeability with more than 90% of provisional marks being confirmed.Criteria 4 Evaluating and justifying has the lowest provisional mark support; however, it remains highly agreeable at over 86% of provisional marks confirmed. Again, this is mainly due to the application of evidence to the ISMG — 12% downward movement — generally of 1–2 marks and found to be evident across a cohort. Looking at the final column, we can see high levels of consistency in marking across the ISMG in this assessment item, with very little inconsistencies within cohorts.High levels of agreeability occurred when: • the evaluation of personal performance informed the devised training strategy • the evaluation of personal performance was located in the 9–11 minute multimodal and not in the 2–3 minutes of supporting evidence (General and Alternative Sequence) • the evaluation regarding the effectiveness of the training strategy included appraisal of the outcome, implications and limitations referring to the principles of training, training methods, energy systems and fitness components • the physical activity context selected is listed in the syllabus, and the supporting evidence addressed the descriptions in the physical activity subject matter (General and Alternative Sequence) • primary and secondary data was used in the processes of analysis, synthesis and justification (General and Alternative Sequence) • consideration was given to the qualifiers in matching evidence to the characteristics in the demonstrating and applying ISMG (General and Alternative Sequence). 



Project — folio (IA3)

Subject report page 26–27

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The student response excerpts and supporting video files in the subject report, found on pages 26 and 27, have been included to demonstrate: • insightful analysis and discerning synthesis (using primary and secondary data) to ascertain the most significant relationships between the demands of the specialised movement sequences and movement strategy, relevant energy systems and personal performance relating to the specified movement strategy • critical evaluation of the effectiveness of the training strategy, using selected principles of training to appraise the outcomes, implications and limitations of the selected training methods, energy systems and fitness components. 



Project — folio (IA3)

Practices to strengthen
‒ Student work contains subject matter relevant to the outcome, 

implications and limitations of the selected training methods, energy 
systems and fitness components when students are evaluating the 
effectiveness of their training strategy.

‒ The multimodal contains the mandatory visual features in 
conjunction with either written and/or spoken modes.

‒ Evaluation of personal performance occurs in the 9–11 minute 
multimodal. 

S bj t t  15 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Practices to strengthen in the IA3To further ensure accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA, it is recommended that:- student work contains subject matter relevant to the outcome, implications and limitations of the selected training methods, energy systems and fitness related components when evaluating the effectiveness of their training strategy - the multimodal contains the mandatory visual features in conjunction with either written and/or spoken modes, as prescribed in the syllabus. Commonly, multimodal pieces use all modes, with each mode contributing significantly to the response- evaluation of personal performance occurs in the 9–11 minute multimodal. Some submissions had evidence of ‘evaluation of performance’ in the supporting video of 2–3 minutes of demonstrating and applying evidence. It is imperative for the 9–11 minute multimodal to provide evidence of Objectives 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 only, and for the supporting evidence (separate to the multimodal) of 2–3 minutes to provide evidence of Objectives 2 and 3 only.



Project — folio (IA1 and IA3)
Additional advice
‒ Ensure that applied redaction strategies are reflective of the QCIA and QCE 

policy and procedures handbook. 

‒ Ensure that the supporting evidence is a separate MP4 file that clearly and 
appropriately identifies the student. The supporting evidence should be free 
from distracting or inappropriate commentary or music. Evidence should be 
collected from as authentic an environment as possible within your contexts 
and not merely isolated movement strategies. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional advice for IA1 and IA3 includes the need to ensure that:applied redaction strategies are reflective of QCIA and QCE policy and procedures handbook the ISMG has been appropriately highlighted to indicate the evidence found within the student responsethe supporting evidence is a separate MP4 file that clearly and appropriately identifies the student. The supporting evidence should be free from distracting or inappropriate commentary or music. Evidence should be collected from as authentic an environment as possible within your contexts and not merely isolated movement strategies. 



Investigation report (IA2): Assessment decisions

Questions for reflection
Which of the last three columns did your school align with? 

How does this information assist in developing student capacity in the future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA2 Investigation report and the questions for reflection provided on the slide. Look at the Percentage agreement with provisional, Percentage less than and Percentage greater than columns.We can see that criteria 1 (Explaining), criterion 2 (Analysing) and criterion 4 (Communicating) all have high levels of agreeability with more than 90% of provisional marks being confirmed.Criteria 3 Evaluating and justifying has the lowest provisional mark support; however, it remains highly agreeable at nearly 88% of provisional marks confirmed. Again, this is mainly due to the application of evidence to the ISMG — 11% downward movement — generally of 1–2 marks and found to be evident across a cohort. Looking at the final column, we can see the highest levels of consistency in marking across the ISMG are found in this assessment item, with very little (one cohort) inconsistencies within cohorts for this criterion.High levels of agreeability occurred when: • subject matter within the student response clearly aligned with the subject matter in the ISMG and syllabus, including coverage of ethical dilemma, ethics and values, and integrity and fair play • the ethical dilemma within the assessment task provided appropriate scope, accessibility and opportunity for each student to develop an individual response • primary and secondary data was embedded within the analysis, evaluation and justifications relating to the course of action in response to the ethical dilemma.



Investigation report (IA2): Assessment decisions

Subject report pages 21– 22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The IA2 student response excerpts in the subject report, found on pages 21 and 22, have been included to demonstrate: • insightful analysis of primary and secondary data, which shows the tensions between unethical conduct, positive engagement, fair play and integrity. The language is technical and uses the subject matter from the ISMG and syllabus, demonstrating a clear match to the characteristics in the upper performance levels in the ISMG• discerning synthesis using primary and secondary data to explore the ethical dilemma, using subject matter relevant to the ethical dilemma and ISMG. This ensures the Investigation report upholds assessment specifications in length, while providing the depth of response for the upper performance level in the Analysing criterion. The student insightfully articulates the tensions that exist between stakeholders, fair play and integrity.



Investigation report (IA2): Assessment decisions
Practices to strengthen
• When analysing the selected primary and secondary data, the response shows the 

relationship between the ethical dilemma, the influence of local and national 
stakeholders, integrity and fair play, and previously used strategies. 

• Teachers explicitly reinforce the importance of evaluating the effectiveness of the 
ethics strategy in optimising integrity and positive engagement within the chosen 
context. This is specifically achieved through appraising the potential outcome, 
implications and limitations of the strategy. 

• Teachers ensure scaffolding does not lead students to deliver consistent or pre-
determined responses. 

• The justification pertaining to the course of action is supported by primary and 
secondary data.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Practices to strengthen in the IA2 Investigation report To further ensure accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA, it is recommended that:• when analysing the selected primary and secondary data, the response shows the relationship between the ethical dilemma, the influence of local and national stakeholders, integrity and fair play, and previously used strategies • teachers explicitly reinforce the importance of evaluating the effectiveness of the ethics strategy in optimising integrity and positive engagement within the chosen context. This is specifically achieved through appraising the potential outcome, implications and limitations of the strategy • teachers ensure scaffolding does not lead students to deliver consistent or pre-determined responses • the justification pertaining to the course of action is supported by primary and secondary data.



Investigation report (IA2): Assessment decisions
Additional advice
‒ Ensure that the ISMG has been appropriately highlighted and does not 

impact a confirmer’s ability to read and match evidence.
‒ The school’s assessment policy regarding redaction is reflective of the 

QCIA and QCE policy and procedures handbook. When work exceeds 
assessment conditions, requiring redaction, the applied redaction 
processes should be clearly indicated on the ISMG.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional advice for IA2 includes:- ensure that the ISMG has been appropriately highlighted and does not impact a confirmer’s ability to read and match evidence- the school’s assessment policy regarding redaction is reflective of the QCIA and QCE policy and procedures handbook. When work exceeds assessment conditions, requiring redaction, the applied redaction processes should be clearly indicated on the ISMG.



Reflection

Email questions to: physicaleducation@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Please send through any 
questions where you would like 
school-specific advice to the 
email address on the screen. 

mailto:physicaleducation@qcaa.qld.edu.au


Learn how to use the 
QCAA Physical 
Education subject report 
to inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

Learning goals Success criteria
You will know you are 
successful if you can reflect 
purposefully on the 
information provided in the 
subject report to determine 
how you can improve your 
school’s internal assessment 
in Physical Education.
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www.instagram.com/myqce/www.linkedin.com/company/queensland-
curriculum-and-assessment-authority

www.pinterest.com/QCAA_edu

www.youtube.com/user/TheQCAAtwitter.com/QCAA_eduwww.facebook.com/qcaa.qld.edu.au

QCAA social media

Presenter Notes
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A great way to ensure that you have access to all the information coming out of the QCAA is to follow us on our social platforms.
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